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SOME OF THE OUR RESULTS IN BRIEF

photo courtesy of
Sally Baines

Ladies and lady vets 1st team at Lads Leap, Men
3rd and 2nd vets. Holly Page comes 3rd lady and
1st under 23.

Sally 2nd lady at Coniston just behind Lizzie Adams
and beat Sharon Taylor for the ﬁrst time at this race.

Ladies 1st team at Coledale and 2nd lady vets,
men 4th and 3rd vets. Jo Waites and Sally Newman
leading their age groups in the English champs.

Karl Gray 2nd vet and 6th position at Slieve
Bearnagh. Lads 2nd team and 3rd vets team with
Helen ﬁnes 2nd lady just behind Angels Mudge.
Helen is now leading the British champs.

Graham Brown takes 3rd place and with team
mates Kev Hoult and Graham Hill take the team
prize at Heptonstall Fell Race.
Ian Symington won Calderdale Hike in April.
Jason Stevens 2nd at Haworth Hobble.
Anne and Bill were 2nd and 1st mixed team at the
Highlander Mountain Marathon near Kinlochewe on
14/15th April.
Brad was 1st under 18 at Pendle at junior English
champs
Brad and Max both win their respective age groups
at Anniversary Wa. And with Edan Whitelaw are
sitting in 2nd team place.
Karl Grays fantastic 3 Peaks run in breaking the
record for V40s. James Logue getting 11th place.
With Ben and Tim 2nd team place overall
Barbara Lonsdale successful BG on May Day bank
holiday. Fastest ever Calder Valley lady.

Mixed team winners at Calderdale Way relay.
Tim Ellis and Helen Fines win
Blackstone edge fell race.
4 club members, Karl, Helen F, Brad and Max all
representing Yorkshire in the intercounties, Ladies
took gold. Men silver. Junior U16 and U18 both
took gold.
New club member Jason Williams wins the Cake
Race.
Ben Mounsey wins Dennis Stitt memorial race.
Lee Shimwells successful BG on Sat 26th May.
Tim Black and Holly Page win Jubilee race from Old
Town.
Tim Ellis wins Helvellyn fell race.
Max Warton places 3rd in European selection race
and will run for GB in the under 19s as a 15 year
old!!!!
Helen Fines and Holly Page get selected to run for
England at Snowdon International race in July.
This is some of our great results since the last
newsletter. If I’ve missed something important that
you’ve done or won please email details. Sorry but
I’ve done what I can remember so far.....
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What an epic start to the season!!!
Who needs Gandalf The Grey?
We’ve got Karlos the Gray!
Who needs Frodo Baggins of the Shire?
When we’ve got Timbo Baggins of the
‘Lanca’shire!
And who needs Samwise Gangee?
We’ve got Mad Legs Mulholland and well he’s
just madder than the rest of us! ;-))
Time for a quick reﬂection of the highlights
over the past few months...
Cold and icy conditions dashed any hopes we
had of trying to regain our Pennine Bridleway
crown but as Logie Bear said ‘we would have
won it anyway so technically it’s classed as a
CVFR win’. Agreed!

The same conditions didn’t slow our star
navigator down for the Trog as once again
he cruised to yet another victory in a very
impressive time given the frozen course. Big
shout out to Hannah who did a brilliant job as
race director. I didn’t even hear any reports of
Smithies getting lost this year so it must have
been seriously well ﬂagged! ;-)
‘The Legend’ Karl Gray is proving to be top
dog this year after a blistering start in the
club Championship. He’s since gone on to
break records at Midgley Moor and more
impressively the long standing V40 record
at the Peaks (some guy called Holmes had
it before Karl - never heard of him to be
honest). One thing is for sure- Karl has set
the standard for the rest of the men to follow
(good luck with that everyone ;-)). After
speaking with the legend himself about this
rich vein of form he was quick to thank the
young and inspirational Tom Thomas for all his
recent success...
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Continued
’I’d say the main reason I’ve been running so
well is because of the advice Tom gave us all
in Ireland last year about race nutrition...I’ve
recently bought a bigger bum bag to carry all
the food I need on some of the longer races.
Bernard Matthew’s Turkey drummers are my
favourite but during The 3 Peaks I managed to
get 4 Turkey Twizzlers down my neck before
the last climb...gave me the energy for a top 5
ﬁnish.’
More on Karl next month when I interview him
about what new drugs he’s taking.
In the real endurance events, distance lover
Jason Stevens almost took the win in the
Haworth Hobble had it not been for a few
navigational errors. I think we could be seeing
an ultra-man in the making so watch this
space...
Speaking of distance lovers...new signing Ian
Symington also won the Calderdale Hike on
his debut in the mighty red and white stripes,
way to go Ian!!! Garry Traviss also won the
walkers event!!!!!
Todmorden’s ﬁnest both continue to compete
for Injury of the Year 2012. Alex ‘The Flying
Postman’ Whittem has discovered not one but
two ‘foreign bodies’ in his foot (whatever that
means!!??) and has been on crutches for the
last few months. Without wanting to be beaten
in the injury stakes Shaun recently cycled into
a bus to make sure he is still in pole position
for the prestigious award. Thankfully you’ll be
pleased to hear that the bus and the bike are
both OK after the incident.
Word on the fells is that Trevor Murgatroyd is
also a BIG contender for the prize...recently
clocking a heart rate of 28 BPM (that’s
one record even Karl can’t touch!). Glad to
see ‘Stagger’ getting back to full ﬁtness in
preparation for his 50th celebrations in Ireland!

Some stunning individual performances in
the English and British Champs so far... most
notably Earl Gray, ‘El Capitana’ Finesy, Jo
‘loves cakes’ Waites and Sally ‘supervet’
Newman all spearheading both teams to 1st
place in the women’s and 3rd men’s team
overall. Certainly the best double start we’ve
had to a campaign that I can remember (all 5
years worth ;-))
Young guns Brad and Max are showing even
more potential and proving difﬁcult for both
the elite juniors AND the seniors to beat! After
Brad’s recent success at Pendle and Max
(3rd in Bunny Run 2), the lads are showing
us a glimpse of the future and I for one am
excited!!! And let’s not forget Edan Whitelaw
and Molly Traviss (won’t be long before she
follows big bro to CVFR I’m sure ;-)) - both
have had a great season so far with Edan
already earning a Yorkshire vest and Molly set
to make her Yorkshire debut alongside brother
Brad, Max and Karl at Shining Tor.
And ﬁnally BIG ups and thanks to the
legendary Rod Sutcliffe for organising the 25th
26th ;-) celebrations of our magniﬁcent club!
Long live CVFR!!!!

Big love,
El Capitano
AKA. Benando Torres (if anyone ﬁnds my form
then please return to my home address)
XXX
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Meet your

Team Mate

Gavin ‘Mad Legs’ Mulholland A.K.A
The Mischievous Elf, The Gav-Nav,
Hairy Gollum.
Born and raised on the streets of Belfast, this
smooth talking Irishman has quickly established
himself as one of the club’s elite runners. Standing
at a mighty 4ft 1 inch (in his fell shoes) and
weighing in at an impressive 5 stone wet through,
Gav is Calder Valley’s very own pocket rocket and
eats hills for breakfast.
How did you get into running?
Running away from the RUC as a kid. Then
Jonathan Emberton kick started it when we came
to work together. This master orienteer spotted
that I cycled to and from work. I had no idea
of fell running but he quickly opened the lid on
things, sticking me into epoc vests fully loaded
with somebody else’s ‘essential kit bag’, a map
I could not read and pointed me in the general
direction of mountains and more men (and ladies)
in vests. This event later came to be known as
the calderdale relay. Not sated by this devilish
trick he then dragged me into adventure racing.
His description was ‘Its just a long run/cycle with
plenty of breaks’. No it was not. Fell running came
later when I joined local club Stainland Lions
and met that whippersnapper of a Mounsey. We
competed in the local cross country league and
then he encouraged me to sample the red & white.
Today I do whatever him n Karl tell me to do.
What are the highlights of your fell running
career so far?
We’ve had some crackin success but I think
winning our ﬁrst Yorkshire team medal on Great
Whernside in 2009. The race was exhilarating.
Chasing Ben & Karl (to the top only) spurs you on
a bit.
What is your history with Calder Valley?
I’ve kinda covered that. I’ve met most CV and
other fell folk at events over the years and formed
many friendships with the exception of Shaun
Godsman. If I could train with the club I would but
family takes precedence, and Tuesdays I let my
wife out so she can pretend to run with the Lions.
What is your favourite race and why?
I enjoy most races, usually after the race when my
nerves have come back down to normal. I loved
Weasdale as an example, until Jason big legs, the

hammy big hams whooped me in the ﬁnal ﬁeld.
Big up to local Hebden 22. This is a race for me to
run in ‘the valley’ and then after 3 hrs of pain, to
stuff my face with food (its like a 3 course meal).
As it’s run by LDWA also not as tense as a fell
race.
Do you have any ambitions towards other
challenges, records etc?
Not really, would love to potter the Calderdale way
some day. Ambitions are centred on posting team
results for the club in the championships, like I am
told.
Do you have any tips for those just setting out
in fell running?
Don’t get in rounds with Trevor (Murgatroyd) – you
won’t wake up for a week.
I love to run. If you like it too then keep running.
If you run and get injured then get a good physio.
Anyone???
What do you do with your chill out time when
you are not running?
Drink coffee, watch poker on tv, better than any
soap; I have a herd of bed bugs that need tending
every night, and I have to admit that most nights I
go to bed rewinding recent runs in my head, how I
felt, what I saw, route choice etc, sad really haha.
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MEET YOUR TEAM MATE continued

Who is your fell running hero and why?

Tell something interesting about you...

James Logue – do I make a list?
Have you seen his stare? It’s medusa man
Seriously gets my respect as he is fast man
who can read a map. His local knowledge is
impeccable and he excels in so many local races.
In most relays we are paired together and it’s a
pleasure to watch him navigate. The ﬁrst time
we competed was in the famous British relays
at Ennerdale In 2009 when he ran for Horwich. I
tracked him virtually the whole way and the only
time we spoke was when he broke his navigation
for a split second to say “ Should’ve been me and
you”. Club members had been nagging him to join
for years and I think this may now be a turning
point for future club success.

I have a pet brick.
When I was a kid I got bitten by a donkey on the
abdomen.
I am a keen environmentalist which includes
recycling scabs and bogies.
My religious beliefs refrain me from consuming
alcohol.
My son Aaron aged 9 is taller than me.
I once played the part of Mr Tumnus in a play
because I look like him.
Mounsey bought me my favourite pair of
underpants (Organic cotton Calvin Kleins just in
case you were wondering)

Back ache, stressed and tired out, knotted
muscles from all that running ... what you
need is a massage, it shortens recovery time
from muscle strains by ﬂushing out lactic acid
and other metabolic wastes, increases energy
levels and feeling of vitality and contentment
and it reduces stress and tension.
Back, neck and shoulder massage: £15.00
Back massage: £10.00
Legs: £10.00

Linda Crabtree
Qualified Mobile
Therapist in Body Massage

Tel 07733 192864
www.cvfr.co.uk

Calder Valley ...
THE RED AND WHITE RAM GOES FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
Brought to you by your local fell racing
correspondent: “ Noseto thefells”.
Right, where to start this Spring missive, with so
much going on? Okay, we’ll start with an out-andout phenomenon. Here’s a little quiz for you; Who
is getting faster and faster ever since he passed
his fortieth birthday? Answer: Karl Gray! Who
has just broken the over 40’s record for the world
famous three peaks fell race? Answer: Karl Gray!
In fact, who now has more records than Graham
Lloyd and John Peel’s estate put together?
Answer: Karl Gray! Who was his national junior
sprint champion for 3 years in the 1980s? No,
that was Carl Lewis, but I think you’re getting the
picture.
How does the lad do it!? Fast, ﬁt, focused and
phenomenal – that’s what it’s about. And with the
Irish race counter in the British championships
coming up, who knows what Sir Karl will get up to
there? In fact, as you read this, he may well have
added another record to his growing list. He may
have been knighted!
But, of course, the current magic and momentum
of this club is not simply Karl. There are many
individuals going that extra mile, with the Ram’s
Head out there in front. Another vet who seems
to have found the magic remedy is James ‘Logie’
Logue. Everyone used to think that Logie’s results
were mainly because he was the only one who
knew where to go. Not true it seems. He turns
up at the 3 Peaks – a race where even Shaun
G. knows where to go – and trounces almost
everyone. If he hadn’t had those few stops just
to check that he actually was running on 143.4
degrees SSE , he may even have caught Karl!
What’s happening with these vets? Have they
got an animated marionette in the attic that’s
absolutely knackered!? It’s got to the stage where
The Godsman and El Capitano are thinking about
semi-retirement until they reach that big FOUR
ZERO in the hope that it will propel them to that
superhuman status. Doesn’t always work, though,
does it? Just ask Mark G.! Ask Clarkey!
But it’s not only the blokes who are showing that
age is no impediment. The women folk – through
all the ages – are putting themselves in contention
again for medals. Into the super-vet category now
and our Sal shows no hint of slowing down – or
giving anyone else a chance for that matter!
But fortunately it’s not only the older guys who are
turning on the style – those at the other end of the
age spectrum are also continuing to do the club

proud. In the junior lads with the team of Bradley,
Max, and now Whitelaw as well – lying in silver
medal position in the English champs. Also, tonnes
of excellent spring runs from the lads and ladies of
all ages through the junior ranks. Keep up the good
work young team!!
And then on the 25th March we had the Club
25th Anniversary Run and what a cracking day
that was. Great to see original club member and
archivist John ‘Bod’ Riley leading the club off and
then making it all the way round. Although Bod
there was a suggestion that you were slightly
delirious towards the end when you were heard
to say that “we should do this more often!? What?
- hold 25th anniversary remembrance runs? Wait,
no I see where you’re coming from; with Rod doing
the calculations, we could probably hold 25th
anniversary runs for at least the next three years!!
Next up, as well as the Irish race, is the nearly
all-new Calderdale Way Relay in the spring. Poor
sods who have ended up with the thankless task of
trying to organise teams, when half those available
are dropping like ﬂies with injuries and the other
half are pissing off to Ireland. I remember one
year crocked Clarkey went through 17 different
team versions before the day came round. We
didn’t like to tell him that most people thought
his seventeenth version was better than his ﬁrst
choice!
Finally, we need to have some sensible comments
about the proposal for a club ultra-distance
championship. I’m sure that mad leg’s comment on
the forum was a sensible one, but I’ve been having
problems with my computer of late and it must
have translated his diatribe into Gaelic. Couldn’t
understand a feckin word of it!!
Now, the job of this reporter is to report, so I
need to try to steer clear of taking any sides.
But, anyway, the thing is, if you are ﬁt and strong
enough – in mind and body - to be able to race
over 25 miles plus, then it’s good to have some
reward and recognition for your efforts. So get it in
the championships and stop mucking about!!
STOP PRESS: Heptonstall Festival, July 7th,
6 miles, 1500 f.XXX$^&*(..6??^”! - (shit, been
hacked again by the ‘Grimley Trojan’. Better get
off. Back in the summer with reports of relays,
champs races and much much more).
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The

Calderdale Hike

37 miles

by Ian Symington
After joining CVFR in April the 2012 Calderdale
hike was my ﬁrst run in a red a white stripy vest. I
was a bit nervous as I had mentioned on Tuesday
night training that I preferred the longer distances
and so it was time to back it up.
With this year being the ﬁrst route change in 3
years it seemed that with no planning whatsoever
Calder Valley had come up with a shrewd plan.
With no local knowledge I would act as the decoy;
I’d go off fast and lead everyone astray allowing
other club mates cunningly not wearing their vests
to make full use of their local knowledge without
being followed.
The hike formed the second round in the
RunFurther Ultra running champs and the usual
faces were present. From the off Jason Stevens,
Martin Beale, Stuart Walker, Jim Mann and myself
headed off in a little group. Desperate to prove I
could read a map and knowing how annoying it
can be to carry a limpet round with you for 6 hours
I took a sharp right at the ﬁrst checkpoint to leave
the group. Like most route choices on the hike
it made little difference and we were back in the
chain 10 minutes later.
The lovely sunny morning had disappeared by the
time we were heading up Stoodley Pike where we
followed the trail of walkers who had set off before
us. Jason and I were sitting back trying to avoid
getting caught up in the racing that was going on
between the front three.
The Hoof Stones section was miserable with a
cold wind, hail and a shin deep bog all adding to
the experience. I was getting cramp in my calves
which were worrying as we hadn’t reached the
halfway point. Shortly after the trig point the lead
group split with 4 different routes being chosen.
I now know the best line (not my one!) and I’m
happy to divulge it for the price of a pint.
Skirting Walshaw Dean Reservoir I timed the
interval between myself and the leaders at 5
minutes. I gave up on catching them and just
settled in my ultra plod. Having resigned myself to
just getting round I relaxed and felt much better,
I put a couple of good sections in and somehow
managed to end up running down to New Grain

Bridge in the lead. Pretending I was fresh I ran
pretty briskly up the hill towards Hardcastle Crags
in an attempt to get Martin & Stuart to give up the
chase. I thought I had dropped them but just as I
was getting my tally card punched at New Bridge
Stuart belted in. It later turned out he didn’t have
the Pecket Well section on his map and was trying
to stick with me so he could ﬁnd his way through
this section.
Coming out of New Bridge I was in a bit of a daze
but I got a nice boost as I ran past Florence (my
wife) who was doing the short route (still 26m!) on
the way up to Delft End. On the moor I starting to
get a bit of breathing space and was relieved as
I was keen to avoid having to race up Styles lane
towards the ﬁnish. I’ve had enough of that hill from
Tuesday night pack runs. In the end I had enough
space to enjoy the run into the cricket club.
A great event, cheerfully marshalled, free food at
the ﬁnish, an open bar and all for £15. I’ll hopefully
be back next year to give it another go
Thanks for the friendly welcome I’ve had at the
club. As mentioned I like the long runs and would
be interested to get a good CVFR team out at
some of the team races next year (High Peak
Marathon, 4inns, Old County Tops)
Cheers, Ian Symington
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THE

Highlander MM

14th & 15th April by Bill Johnson
We’d never done the Highlander before, but my
interest had been piqued several times over the
last few years from Jon Underwood’s tales of the
event. As much as anything it was intriguing to see
how a ceilidh could possibly work at the overnight
camp of a mountain marathon! This year, with
the event based from Kinlochewe, near Torridon
and some wonderful wild country, was to be the
year we would ﬁnd out, as Anne and I entered the
score class.
There are four linear classes (A to D) as well
as the score. With only 125 teams in total split
over the ﬁve classes, there was not going to be
much following of other teams (the bane of big
events like the OMM), but even so we prefer the
score format. Being able to choose your own
sequence of controls adds an extra dimension to
the challenge. And means that if you are unﬁt or
knackered you can choose to take it easy!! The
score class had the most teams, but even that
numbered only 32 pairs.
Sat in the pub the evening before with Rod
Sutcliffe, Paul Frechette and Jon Underwood
(Steve Smithies, partnering Jon in the ‘A’ class
tomorrow, was apparently lost in a swamp
somewhere trying to ﬁnd the bridge out according
to his latest text), the talk as always was of
epic disasters in previous mountain marathons.
Perhaps tomorrow we can add to the library of
amusing stories... but hopefully not!
The other obligatory activity the night before a
mountain marathon is to change your mind about
what you are going to take, unpack your entire
rucksack and repack for the umpteenth time with
something different – or just to check that you
really have put that survival blanket / ﬁrst aid kit /
sample bottle of whisky in. In our case we decided
it really was actually quite cold, so we packed
more clothes – three hellys and a ﬂeece each
(including what we’re wearing). Though even if
we’d packed our entire wardrobe into the sack we
would not have got close to the amount of clothes
Paul was hauling around the Scottish mountains.
At the overnight camp he was most put out that
with everything on, including his down jacket, he
couldn’t physically squeeze his waterproof over
the top of it all!

Score day one: we have 7 hours to visit as many
controls as possible, each worth a speciﬁed
number of points, and get to the day one ﬁnish
point. The controls were in the hills around the
distinctive peak of Slioch. It turned out to be
mostly grassy, with not too much rock and no
bogs or tussocks all day. Some of the best running
we’ve ever had on a mountain marathon, and
stunning scenery.
Saturday morning and we are allowed to start at
any time between 07:30 and 08:30. Rushing to the
start, fearing we’d miss the 08:30 cutoff, a marshal
told us “Don’t worry, it’s the Highlander – we’re not
going to penalise you. Just start when you like.”
That set the standard for the relaxed but efﬁcient
organisation all through the weekend.
Getting the map, we were amazed to see that
there were 34 controls to go at on day 1. I’ve never
seen a map with quite so much choice! We were
not going to be able to get to more than half those
controls in the allowed 7 hours, so needed to be
quite disciplined in deciding which ones to go for.
Our chosen route took us to the summit of Beinn
a’Mhuinidh and then a lovely, grassy, gradual
descent to the shores of Lochan Fada. At a wide
river crossing here several other teams were
diverting along the riverbank to try to ﬁnd a bridge
or crossing place, but Anne just scoffed and
ploughed straight into the cold river and out the
other side – so I had no choice but to follow! The
weather was pretty good, much better than the
forecast; it was mostly sunny but with short sleet
showers, so we would dry out.
The next controls were ticked off regularly – up
a climb to a col, down the other side, threading
through some tricky re-entrants (which caused a
bit of lost time while we tried to work out which
was the right re-entrant) and then a long run along
the side of Lochan Fada. I changed our planned
route several times as we went, always keeping in
mind a target of reaching some very high scoring
controls at the top end of the map. Getting to
these would mean a couple of steep climbs, but
would be the key to getting a good score.
Although we met several other teams, we were
rarely following anyone since very few teams
appeared to be heading between the same
controls as us. That is until we got to the long run
along the lochan, which all courses seemed to be
doing.
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HIGHLANDER MOUNTAIN MARATHON continued
Then came the steep climb onto a ridge, along it
for a way and down the other side to pick up our
high scoring controls, after getting brieﬂy stuck on a
crag and having to backtrack.
These steep climbs are where Anne takes over,
pushing on up them while I try to dig in behind her.
From here on we started to make choices based on
time at every stage. We had 3 hours to go, so could
afford to go back up onto the ridge and down the
other side for a couple more controls. I would keep
planning ahead: if we have less than 2 hours at the
next decision point we’d take the short route back.
We got there with 2:20 to go so took the longer
route. And so on, continually having options on
whether to go on for the next set of controls based
on what time we got to the decision point.
So it was that we ﬁnally came haring into the ﬁnish
having covered the whole of the perimeter of
today’s map. We thought we would have plenty of
time to make the ﬁnish, since the run in was on a
good track, but that all changed when we had to
leave the track and make our way through slow,
boggy ground. Hence the sprint into the ﬁnish –
trying to get in within 7 hours and not incur penalty
points. Into the day one ﬁnish at 6:59:04. Phew...
that was close!
The end of day one was on the shore of Loch
Maree, but the fun didn’t stop there. We were all
whizzed across the loch on RIBs (Rigid-hulled
Inﬂatable Boats) - very exhilarating - to an overnight
camp on the far shore.
On these events you have no idea how you’ve
done while you are out on the course, but we knew
we’d had a good run. Some small navigational
time losses, but nothing major; we’d run a long
way – I worked out later that we’d done about 22
miles with 6500’ ascent – and visited 17 controls. I
reckoned we’d be in the top 6 or 7; Anne said she’d
be happy for top 10.
Because of an issue with the time set on the ﬁnal
control, it was a long wait until the score results
were posted. Then when they were displayed we
got a huge buzz – we were in second place overall!
We had scored 555 points, which was 100 more
than the team in third place (Simon Pearce and
Toby Cushion). So unless we really make a mess of
day two we shouldn’t drop a place. The question
was whether we could catch the leaders (Charles
Sproson and Lawrence Friell), who had scored 590.
Surprisingly given the number of controls and
amount of choice, the leading pair had visited

exactly the same controls as us; but they must
have been faster - they had time to divert to 3 more
controls on the run in to the ﬁnish, picking up their
extra 35 points. So we were unlikely to outpace the
young whippets on day two. Still, we’d give it a try.
To their amazement, Rod & Paul were lying 12th
out of 32 in the score, and in pole position to win
the vets prize. Anne & I wouldn’t count in the vets
handicap assuming we win the mixed (no more
than one prize per team), and Rod & Paul were a
single point ahead of the next vets (Malcolm & Liz
Campbell).
In the meantime, there was the ceilidh to enjoy.
None of the intrepid CVFR competitors made it
onto the danceﬂoor, but there were several people
who did manage to whirl around to Strip the Willow.
I don’t know how they managed it – my legs
certainly weren’t up to that!!
Instead, Rod & Paul were mastering the
consumption of plenty of liquid refreshment, while
Steve was doing his best to get through the entire
supply of burgers and other food that was available
to buy. Deﬁnitely not a “back to basics” mountain
marathon this! Anne also appeared to have a
phenomenal appetite – normally I eat twice as
much as her but on this event she was consuming
more than me both out on the hill and at the
midcamp.
We also managed a leg massage – Richard AirlieGilbert was set up in the marquee doing sports
massages in return for a donation to mountain
rescue. Superb – just what we needed!
Eventually, with the sound of the ceilidh caller
attempting to get the dancers to shufﬂe a bit
quicker around the circle, we retired to sleeping
bags.
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HIGHLANDER MOUNTAIN MARATHON continued
Score day two: we have 5 hours to visit controls
south of Loch Maree, and get to the ﬁnish at
Kinlochewe. The day two area felt very different
to day one – tougher going on the lower ground,
with some big lumps of mountains rising out of the
choppy moraine-like valley. There were another 24
controls to go at on the second day.
Since the maps from day one already had the day
two controls marked on them (without showing
how many points they were worth), we could work
out some possible routes in advance. Lying in my
sleeping bag the night before, I had grouped the
early controls into 3 clusters and would decide
which ones we’d go at depending on the point
values. When we got the points details we made
the decision to ignore the ﬁrst set of controls and
head instead for the second set higher on the
slopes of the southern mountains, which were
worth slightly more in total.
The big decision would be once we were at the
southern controls, whether to climb up onto a high
ridge between Coinneach Mhor and Spidean Coire
nan Clach, and down to a high scoring control.
The ascent would be OK but I really didn’t like
the look of the descent on the map – it looked
incredibly steep and craggy. We could get cragbound, especially with the worse weather and
visibility today. It was an awkward decision though:
we would have to decide without having any view
of the descent. If we didn’t do it and other teams
did, and the descent turned out to be ﬁne, then we
would lose out on the big points.
So with that mulling over in our mind, we headed
to the furthest southern control. Near there we saw
both the team behind us in 3rd place (Simon &
Toby), and also the team that were 2nd mixed (Ellie
Salisbury & Adrian Moir); and both pairs were going
to head over the high ridge. Despite that pressure
we stuck to our guns and made the decision not
to do it – we turned around and headed to other
controls in a different part of the map.

That played on our mind for the rest of the run
though – not knowing whether it was the right
decision: had the other teams stolen a march on
us? It wasn’t until we’d ﬁnished that we would
learn that it was the right decision. The 2nd place
team had found a good route, but most teams
had problems ﬁnding a way down and lost a lot
of time. The ‘A’ Course went between these two
controls, leading most of those on the ‘A’ to go over
the ridge. The planner’s report said that it hadn’t
occurred to him that people would try to go over
this ridge – since he knew how bad the descent
was he’d mentally discounted it. But if you had
to go between these controls it was the obvious
choice, so I think it was a mistake of the planner
to do this. Jon & Steve on the ‘A’ course had real
problems trying to ﬁnd a way down and lost loads
of time.
I set a cutoff time for us to get to the next control
– if we got there with 2.5 hours left then we could
comfortably take in another group of controls. But
it was rough going along the valley bottom and we
started to slow up. We got there with 2:03 left on
the clock. Still, we headed up to the ﬁrst one of the
extra controls anyway. I set a target of 30 minutes
to get up to it. Anne climbed really strongly, with me
tagging on behind and we got there in 21 mins. But
that still meant that we only had 1:42 left, and if we
chose to head for the further controls I’d estimated
2 hours to get them, pick up the remaining points
on the run-in and get to the ﬁnish. Or we could
head for home from here, picking up the ﬁnal
controls, and comfortably get in on time. Decision
time. To our later regret we bailed out - worried
about the penalty points, we abandoned the far
controls and instead picked up all the remaining
controls on the way to the ﬁnish. We were still
running strongly, gained the controls without
major problems, and trotted into the ﬁnish with 15
minutes to spare.
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HIGHLANDER MOUNTAIN MARATHON continued
Shortly after this decision, we met the leading
team, Charles and Lawrence. They looked lean and
fast as they hared in the opposite direction to us,
after trying to ﬁnd out whether we’d picked up the
big points so they’d know how much they would
need to keep ahead! We found out later that they
had identiﬁed us at the day 2 start and had been
waiting for us to start before they went off – to keep
an eye on their competition. They said that we had
been more patient and appeared to be waiting to
be the last off – but in fact we were just waiting for
the heavy rain shower to end before we set off,
oblivious to the other teams there! As a result we
had been virtually the last team away on day 2 as
well as day 1.

the extra set of controls today, we could have
gained another 45 points... perhaps we would
have lost most of this in penalty points, but
perhaps not. That’s the way it is, the “what if” that
keeps you coming back for more.

We had had a good day again, this time outscoring
everyone – our 350 points was 5 points more than
the leaders and 10 points more than the 3rd team
who had gone over the high ridge. It was enough
to close the gap on the winners (despite their
whippetness), but not enough to catch them – we
were 30 points behind.

We’d covered 15 miles today, getting to 13
controls, but there had been signiﬁcantly less
climb than yesterday – about 3700’.
Unfortunately Rod & Paul had been beaten for the
ﬁrst-vets prize, but they did get a prize as second
male vets. Jon & Steve ﬁnished the ‘A’ in 14th
place after a very long couple of days out.
All-in-all it was an excellent weekend. The
Highlander is in many ways the opposite of the
OMM - small and relaxed with ﬂexible start times
and luxuries like beer & food available at the
mid-camp. If you want the classic, hard-core
experience then it’s the OMM or LAMM, but if
you want a more enjoyable mountain marathon in
spectacular mountains, then I’m a convert to the
Highlander as the best – narrowly above the RAB
MM and SLMM.

Agonising, as always, over choices – if we had bit
the bullet, pushed ourselves harder and gone for

Just wish the Scottish Highlands weren’t so damn
far away...!
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THE

Irish Trip 2012

Wow! What a weekend! Every year after the Ireland
trip I make a bold statement along the lines of ‘this
has been the best yet’ and once again I seriously
think it was again!
I must say that I’m still feeling the effects of
drinking my own bodyweight in Guinness on
Saturday but the results of the race really did need
celebrating and we at CVFR have a reputation to
uphold as current British champions of post-race
fun and shenanigans!
Pre-race build up
This year it was the turn of the short race, always
good news to me as it’s an hour or so less of
killing yourself climbing the Mourne’s and an hour
or so more to lick your wounds and start on the
beer.
It’s hard to know exactly where to start describing
the trip but for one person inparticularly it was the
weekend that nearly didn’t happen as last week
Karl Gray #EarlGray realised he’d booked the
wrong ﬂights on the way over to Ireland! Thursday
instead of Friday! Hahaha! I love the sound of
‘plonker points’ being earned- especially when
it’s someone other than me earning them! James
Logue take note
I was one of the last to arrive at the Youth hostel
on Friday night and by the state of our guest
runner Chris Loftus #WeatherspoonsBest
Customer I’d missed a cracking day/night out in
the local pub. Not sure which holiday company
Chris booked his 18-30’s trip with but it’s probably
the same one that he uses to go to Benidorm
every year in the Summer. For those of you that
haven’t had the pleasure of meeting ‘Lofty’- he
was born and raised in Keighley, drinks more pints
than he runs miles and never leaves Keighley
except to give the Spanish economy an annual
boost for a week of madness every July.
Trevor Murgatroyd #Stagger also told me that
Lofty was genuinely shocked in the airport when
he found out that The Sun newspaper had the
same headline in Liverpool airport as the one he’d
bought that morning from a shop in Keighley!
Ha ha ha! Needless to say Newcastle (Northern
Ireland) will never be the same again after his visit
this year and when I arrived at the YHA on Friday
night it’s the ﬁrst time I’ve ever seen someone so
pissed before a Championship race (Stagger a
close second).

by El Capitano
Unlucky for me I was sharing a room with the lads,
mainly our talented V40 squad and Mark Goldie
#MoaningMark. Although during the night I
realised it was actually the Wee40 team as every
5 mins they were taking it in turns for a visit to the
loo...I wouldn’t mind but we literally only had 1 pint
in the pub too! He might be able to run fast but
Karl’s bladder is ofﬁcially the weakest in the club!
Nice to know he ﬁnally has an Achilles heel ;-)
Thought you might all like to know that James
Logue #LogieBear looked very fetching in his eye
mask and ear plugs...a man who takes everything
seriously including his sleep!
Race Day!!!
Ever get that feeling of dread before a race? Pretty
much every week for me to be honest but the
prospect of 2690ft climbing in just 4.9 miles is
more than enough to do the trick. Although I was
very excited at the thought we might be in for a
shout at the team prize should everything go to
plan!
As we set off on the ﬁrst climb it wasn’t long
before I started weezing like the revving engine of
a clapped out Nissan Sunny. What made it worse
was seeing 8 and a half stone of Irish Leprechaun
skip past me like he was out for a morning stroll.
It’s seriously sickening to watch how easy Gav
#MadLegsMullholland makes climbing look (Karl
will back me up on this!). Thank god for the bad
ass descents for me and the old man Gray to claw
some time back on. When I say bad ass I mean
BAD ASS cos I wiped out at least twice on the ﬁrst
one and my ass was seriously sore! (yeah yeah I
know what you’re thinking...Mounsey’s ass is sore
again- save your predictable and un-funny jokes
Godsman ;-)).
After the steep and technical descent it was the
BEAST of a climb up Slieve Bearnagh! More like
Slieve Bearn-aaaaaargh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Even Mad Legs
Mulholland couldn’t run this one! Literally hands
on knees and tears down face (I had a few ‘why do
I do this’ moments). When we did ﬁnally hit the top
it was quite literally the best descent ever down to
the foot of Slieve Meelmore before the ﬁnal climb.
The descent was so steep and technical it would
have taken Shaun Godsman #TriBaby 25 mins to
run down it and that’s being generous. I could see
Karl working his magic in front and it gave me a
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IRELAND 2012 continued
chance to start chasing down Mad Legs after his
epic start.
The ﬁnal climb up Meelmore seemed to last
forever and I was pleased to see the stile at the
top which signalled no more climbing! Woohoo!
There was still quite a way to the ﬁnish and after
the last sweeping descent it was a horrible ﬂat run
in over the wet and boggy ground before the last
run in on the track. It was nice to know that I had
no one breathing down my neck at this point cos
I didn’t fancy a sprint ﬁnish! I was happy to see
Gav just a few metres in front and delighted when
we came in 11th and 12th with a big gap then to
Danny Hope in 13th. The legend Karl Gray earned
himself a stunning 6th place ﬁnish and 2nd V40
behind Lloyd Taggart. With 3 of us in the top 12
we knew we were competing for a top ﬁnish in the
team category and when Tim Ellis #TimboBagg
insOfTheLancashire and Logie Bear ﬁnished in
25th and 26th it was time to start celebrating! 2nd
team overall behind Borrowdale! Ave it!!!!!!!!!!!!
Highlight of the race though had to be THE sprint
ﬁnish of the day between Moaning Mark Goldie
and Garry Traviss #TheMidnightCowboy. I use
the term ‘sprinting’ very loosely as Garry was the
only one sprinting...Mark was just moaning as
Garry destroyed him on the last 10 metres. Just
to make things worse for Goldie it meant Garry
was the ﬁnal V40 counter for the men with Goldie
blowing his best chance to score for the team all
season ;-) still at least it’s something else for him
to moan about for a few weeks eh Shaun ;-)
Finally I have to mention 2 other top
performances...Helen Fines #ElCapitana ripped
up the ﬁnal descent to earn herself a 2nd place
ﬁnish!!! Only ‘The Mudge’ stood in her way, well
done Hels!
Also in the Ladies race- congratulations to Trevor
Murgatroyd who made a welcome comeback to
racing, good to have you back Stagger ;-)

one of us was up dancing uncontrollably in our
‘Stagger’ doo T-shirts (to celebrate the old man’s
50th) which I designed and printed especially for
the trip (Future El Capitano’s take note ;-)). (BTW
I can order more if anyone is interested at the
bargain price of £7 each ;-) nicknames on the back
are compulsory!!!). Mike Fanning of Borrowdale
#FanningMagnet was especially jealous!
It was sometime during the celebrations that we
also witnessed the birth of a new breed of animal
which started life at the beginning of the trip as
Garry Traviss and then magically transformed
into The Midnight Cowboy after more 10 pints
of the black stuff. Please note that pictures of
this manimal in action cannot be printed as
they are far too explicit and offensive for such
an innocent publication. One thing I will add is
that Garry looked far TOO comfortable in the
ﬂowery women’s blouse he was wearing at the
end of the night...say no more. Traviss JNR was
also in impressive form on the night. Not content
with being just a success on the fells he took no
time at all to charm the pants off Lloyd Taggart’s
other half Jackie Lee ;-) Good work Brad Ass!
Timbo Baggins was also working his magic in
the pulling stakes - striking lucky with a couple of
classy chicks who’d only moments earlier been
caught rolling over someone’s car bonnet...these
Lancashite lads ain’t fussy ;-)

The main event!
After the race I was just going to stay in and just
have a quiet night reading my book (mum I hope
you’re reading this)...but all the lads MADE me go
out ;-) so I felt like I had to really. I didn’t even want
to drink to be honest #LyingB*****d

All in all a top night and a very memorable
weekend!!! Can’t wait to do it all again next year!
Over and out,
El Capitano
XXX

I was ﬁnally persuaded to join in with the
celebrations after several hours of arm twisting
and I felt my destiny calling me on the dance ﬂoor.
Let me be clear about this...within 10 minutes
of busting some serious moves we ‘owned’ the
pub like Garry Traviss ‘owned’ Mark Goldie only
hours earlier. It also helped that every single

P.S. If you’re still an ‘irish trip’ virgin I strongly
recommend you book next year ;-)
P.P.S. Has anyone ever bought an EasyJet
scratchcard on a ﬂight? Ever?
P.P.P.S. Big ups and big thanks to birthday girl
Linda Murgatroyd #Mrs Stagger, Linda Crabtree
#Crabbo and Thirza #WeeBeastie for looking
after and mothering us all weekend XX
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A

Great Lakes Weekend

With the Great Lakes Race approaching fast and
with it being a long counter in the English Champs
and the club poised to do so well in the various
team standings, it was decided that a recce of this
brutish route was imperative.
A few e-mails bounced about and it was eventually
decided that the 27th of May would be a suitable
date and this just so happened to coincide with the
weekend of Lee Shimwell’s now very successful
BG attempt. With this in mind, the weather forecast
looking promising and there already being quite
a large presence of Caldervallians in the Lakes to
help with Lee’s round, a few of us decided to make
a weekend of it and stay at Castlerigg Farm Camp
Site in Keswick (Lee’s base camp).
The weekend started for me, Tim ‘Timbo Baggins of
the Lanca’Shire’ Ellis with a drive up to Kendal on
Saturday morning to get a new pair of Innov-8 from
Pete Bland’s shop and then carried on with the rest
of my journey up to Keswick. It was a very warm
day but there was an almighty wind gusting across
the campsite as I pitched up the tent. However, I
decided to wear in the new shoes with a run up and
down Latrigg and Skiddaw, I say ‘run’ I literally ﬂew
up on that wind and remember thinking I hope Lee
isn’t having to run head on into this!!
On my return to the campsite I had a chat with
Jason and Jo Stevens before they headed off to
help on yet another leg and the returning Steve
Smithies and Mike Wardle from their leg with the
news that Lee was well up on schedule. Settling
down into the camp chair to enjoy the rest of the
afternoon sun and the arrival of Ben ‘El Capitano’
Mounsey and Karl ‘Earl Grey’ Gray from there leg
of the round and Gavin ‘Mad Legs’ Mulholland and
Trevor Murgatroyd, I thought to myself “This is the
life”.
Cutting forward a few hours, we are all present,
showered and dressed to head into Keswick to
get some ﬁsh and chips have a few beers (a true
athletes diet) and watch the arrival of Lee at Moot
Hall.
Five or six beers later it was into a taxi and off to
bed ready for the big recce day ahead.
I awoke to a rustling sound nearby and wondered
what it could be? Remembering where I was, it
must be Gav in the tent next to mine....”does that
guy ever keep still!!”
Outside, what a sight! Bright sunshine, clear blue
skies and mountains reaching up all around as if
they were stretching themselves after their night of

Al Fowler, Timbo Baggins, Mad Legs Mulholland,
Earl Grey and El Capitano at the summit of Scafell Pike

slumber.
A quick breakfast and packing away of gear and a
few farewells as we departed our separate ways,
some back home, others for the Coniston Gullies
race and for myself, Ben, Gav and Karl a short
journey over Grasmere to the Langdale valley to
meet up with Helen Fines, Bill Johnson, Al Fowler
and Dave and Will Neil.
It was an almost perfect day for it, great visibility for
route ﬁnding, no wet rock to negotiate and no need
to carry a bumbag of full body cover so allowing
more room for plenty of ﬂuid and food. If anything it
was a little too hot especially down in the valley out
of the strong breeze that would still be blowing on
the peaks and ridges of the fells.
All wearing plenty of sun cream, caps and buffs we
headed off from the National Trust car park along
the valley in the blistering heat of the radiating
sun to Stool End farm at the foot of Bowfell. The
ascent of Bowfell seemed to pass fairly quickly with
everyone in good spirits, chatting away and looking
forward to what would be a long, arduous but very
enjoyable recce.
The ﬁrst two thirds of the route as we headed up
and down Bowfell, Esk Pike, Great End, Scafell
Pike, Scafell and Slight Side are Mountain Goats
dream, rocky paths, scree and plenty of boulder
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GREAT LAKES continued
hopping with some steep technical descents. We
stopped at each of these points for refuelling and
to check our bearings, lead predominately by the
navigation of Bill and in parts Helen who lead us
on a great little trod under Broad Stand which I
enjoyed greatly (being one for heights and not
minding a bit of exposure) although I cannot say
the same for everyone.
The ﬁrst part of the descent off Slight Side was the
last of the rocky stuff until Blisco. The run across
to Lingoove Beck, where we stopped for water
and to decide our attack on the relatively small
but by this point extremely difﬁcult ascent over
Stonesty Pike is hard going. The accumulation
of many miles, thousands of feet of climbing, the
rocky terrain and the heat of the day all adds up
on the grassy, boggy plateau section which on
any other run would be easily managed. I certainly
began to feel tired at this point, as it’s not my
favourite terrain unlike what we had just run over.
Although I tried not to show it by setting the pace
up the traverse to Stonesty Gill, I was digging very
deep into what little reserves of energy I had left.
We had split into two groups at this point, one
group traversed across and up to Stonesty Gill
while the other went straight up Swinsty Gill.
To my dismay, as we crested the ridge and
looked down onto yet another grassy plateau
section which was sure to be boggy and difﬁcult
running, I could see the ﬁgures of the other group
in the distance!! Damn it, why hadn’t I gone the
other way I thought to myself. As it turns out on
catching up with the others, it’s debatable about
which way is best.
So on we went to the col above Red Tarn and
began the ﬁnal climb of the route up to Pike of
Blisco. Karl, who had been carrying a bag on his
back with what seemed to be half a supermarkets
supply of Lucozade in it (how he had managed to
keep up all that way with extra weight in it I don’t
know) but which by now had considerably less
so must of felt as light as a feather as he and the
ever energetic Gav (who kept straying off on his
own long cut lines) danced away up the ascent
followed by Ben, Al, myself and the others. At one
point for a couple of minutes the breeze died and
it felt like climbing up Blisco was like climbing into
a Kiln oven the heat was that intense.
A quick break at the top and it was time for the
descent back down to the ﬁnish at Stool End farm.
Helen led the way across the ridge, down some
craggy steps and then onto the seriously steep
grassy spur. Feet burning and Quads screaming

to stop there is nothing for it but to let gravity
take over and hope that you stay upright! For any
spectators watching this descent on race day
they are in for a treat, I expect there will be some
magniﬁcently quick descents, some less so and
the odd spectacular fall.
At the bottom of the descent it was bags off and
straight into Oxendale Beck for a deserved and
required cool down before the walk back along the
valley to the cars. Any earlier thoughts of a cold
beer rapidly disappeared as it dawned on me that
I still had the journey home to make yet and I was
‘cream crackered’ as they say and hopefully not
the only one to feel so!!
So to summarise I would have to say.
There was Lee’s great BG round, great weather, a
great evening, great people, great banter, a great
recce and a GREAT LAKES weekend had by all.
Tim Ellis

‘FELL MEN
They leap and they bound
Over fell and through dale
In sunshine and rain
Snow, wind and hail
Wearing only shorts and a vest
Caring not for the weather
Battling over rocks and through bogs
Streams and knee high Heather
They’re lungs gasp for the air
They long to inhale
Knowing only one can win
Be king of the fell and prevail
Some people they think
That they’re as mad as hatters
But this is the sport that they love
And that’s all that matters
by Tim Ellis aka Timbo Baggins
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10 TOP TIPS FOR RUNNERS
(As recommended by Ramsbottom)
1. RUNNING UPHILL.
Run uphill as much as possible. When you lift your leg you don’t have as far to bring it back down when you
are going uphill. The steeper it is the shorter the footfall. This means you have the advantage over runners
on the ﬂat. Because of this little known fact it has been discovered that it is actually better to run downhill
backwards. This is a real energy saver.
2. COLD CONDITIONS.
In cold wintry conditions always run in just your vest and shorts. This will make sure you keep on the move
to prevent exposure and frostbite. Notice how the well clad runners are always at the back of the ﬁeld. They
have been slowed down by the idea that because they are not cold, they must be running fast enough.
3. RUNNERS DIET.
The ideal diet for runners is lots of burgers, chips, sausages, bacon etc. fried in plenty of lard. You have only
to read the popular magazines to discover that people who eat such diets need much more exercise than the
average person. It’s OK if you are a vegetarian, only eat meat from animals that have been fed on grass.
4. HYDRATION.
Always get drunk the night before a race. The alcohol causes your body to require more water the following
day so you are well hydrated for your race. Also the pounding headache can be used to regulate an even race
pace. Remember not to take any paracetamols as you could fail the pre-race drug test.
5. CLUB RUNS.
On your club training nights I would recommend always going for the shortest, and if possible slowest run.
Over the years I have found that running faster and further tends to make you tired. The last thing you want
on the start line of a race is feeling tired. Do what I do and you won’t feel at all tired until well after the ﬁrst
mile has been covered.
6. STRENGTH TRAINING.
Strength training in the gym is great. If you know anyone who has a gym membership go along as a guest.
It means you don’t have to go for a training run and you can laugh at a load of wierdos pumping iron. Don’t
be tempted to try one of those running machines, they are very dangerous and are for keep-ﬁt fanatics, not
runners.
7. FOOTWEAR.
Footwear is important. Always wear a good quality pair of shoes, and perhaps a suit and tie at the club’s
annual dinner. For running, any cheap pair of trainers will do, it’s not like you spend all day wearing them.
8. TRAIN TO RACE.
You may have heard the phrase ‘Train to Race’. Its good advice and as you probably only race once a week
then you should only train once a week. However don’t try to train at race pace or will probably tire yourself
out.
9. OFF ROAD.
To prevent injury run off road. Especially at night when the car drivers can’t always see you. Stay on the
pavement!
10. RECOVERY.
Don’t forget to recover properly after your race. If you have done badly sit in a bath of cold water for 15
minutes. That’ll teach you! If you did well just have a warm shower then go for a pint and a burger. Well done!!
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My

Bob Graham

by Lee Shimwell

Originally it was Alex Cornish who rang me in
October to ask me to join him on a Bob Graham
attempt. I had never really seriously thought
about it before but was aware of the idea that
any averagely ﬁt fell runner could do it with some
training, so we decided to put that to the test!
Having started our training programme in the new
year Alex unfortunately got injured on the Howarth
Hobble and had to pull out. Having spent quite a
bit of ‘family time’ on training already I was aware
it was this year or never for me. Luckily I tagged
onto Barbara Lonsdale’s training and after she
beasted me on her blisteringly fast round I decided
I was ready and chose an 11pm start in late May,
going clockwise. The main reason being Karl’s
logic that we could aim for last orders at the pub!
The weather forecast was for perfectly clear sky
all weekend but potentially quite hot. Along with
Barbara, Adam Breaks, Jo and Jason Steven’s we
hit some seriously strong winds on top of Skiddaw
and Adam was having to run at a 45° angle in front
of me. Leading the nav I dropped off the descent
too early and then made it worse by heading too
far south until we were well and truly lost! After 15
minutes of standing about we got lucky and found
a ruined house marked on the map and got back
on track. The rest of the leg went smoothly, if a
little too fast trying to make up on lost time.

When we came into Threlkeld we were only a few
minutes behind schedule and I didn’t bother to
stop, leaving Gary Hodgkinson, Jason and Adam
to catch up. Going up Clough head we could see
two other attempts’ torches behind us on leg
one and it rapidly came light, a good hour before
actual sunrise. The going on the Dodds was easy
if blustery but when we got to Helvellyn the wind
was really bad again with us having to virtually
crawl this time! I was worried it was going to stay
as strong as it was beginning to sap energy.
Jason had a heavy pack and was still going
strong, possibly due to his magic peanut butter
and Nutella sandwiches (mashed up in a plastic
bag of course). I was beginning to struggle taking
on food but this went down a treat. On the way up
to Fairﬁeld a guy wild camping popped his head
out of his tent to shout ‘up early aren’t you?. On
the way back past, another BG team were passing
leaving him even more confused.
Jo was doing road support at Dunmail and we had
a quick turn-around. Sun cream was on, Steve
Smithies looking like a trig point he had that much
on, and Gary Hodgkinson was rolling all over the
sandwiches with cramp. It was nice to see Rob
Rawlinson popping up at 7am to say hello as well
as Alex’s 8 month plus pregnant wife, who I’m not
sure appreciated the sweaty kiss.
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LEE’S BG continued
that meant Great Gable kept looming large. As it
happened I struggled most on Kirk fell and Karl
noticed I’d gone quiet. Mainly because I couldn’t
get a word in as they argued who was getting a
better tan. It took a bit of pushing from Ben to
get me up and was the only bit of the day where
we lost any time. Great Gable turned out to be
much easier because I could use my hands on the
steeper, rocky ground. At this point, in my head at
least, i’d done it!

Leg 3 was new territory as I hadn’t trained for
this long but Mike Wardle’s sixth sense for the
route kept shaving a minute here and there off
the schedule and deﬁnitely set me up for a sub
22 hour time. I was having more problems eating
but Alex kept forcing it on me and Steve and Mark
Goldie’s bickering like a married couple kept us all
entertained.
Broad stand went reasonably well, although I think
Mike and my friend Graham might have hoisted
me up. When we dropped into Wasdale it was
starting to feel really hot. When we got to the car
it turned out that they had only been there a few
minutes because Carolyn had been waiting for
Karl and Ben to put sun cream on each other in
Keswick! At least we got there before Steve and
Mark who had unsurprisingly got lost on the big
tourist footpath down from Mickeldore!
I took the full 20 minutes of rest to hydrate and
set off up Yewbarrow with Karl and Ben. I was
feeling sick at this point and they did brilliantly to
get any food in me at all. Luckily I was able to get
plenty of ﬂuid on and the winds by now were more
of a breeze helping us to keep cool. The views
had been amazing all day, with no haze at all, but

I felt like I had some whopping blisters but when
Barbara took my socks off at Honister it was
actually the imprint of my shoe onto the sole of my
foot. Rocklites all day not a good idea!
Finally I was onto leg 5 and looking forwards to
the end (I’d like to say I was still enjoying it but
things were hurting too much). It was great to be
running with Carolyn for the ﬁnal leg and without
any pressure as I was deﬁnitely in time, until she
let slip to Jo and Jason that I’d mentioned a sub
22 hour. That was it, no more cruising in!
Hitting the ﬂat last stretch on the road felt alien
and my legs cramped for the ﬁrst time. With
Barbara joining us they wouldn’t let me walk for
long and Keswick edged nearer. Karl joined us for
the last half mile and somehow the pace picked
up and we were there!!
It was great to have all those people cheering
me in at the end and Alex and Sarah supplied a
bottle of ﬁzz. I wish I could have taken up Karls’
challenge of 2 pints but I couldn’t get my body to
come back down and basically had to go to bed!
What a day out! Thanks to everyone who helped
who were brilliant throughout. Hopefully it shows
that if I can do it there are plenty of others in the
club that can too!
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The Adventures of Timbo
Baggins of the Lanca’shire
A Journey to Hel-vellyn and Back
This new adventure begins on a Saturday afternoon
with Timbo Baggins sat in his car on the M6 just
North of Preston in nose to tail trafﬁc getting some
very peculiar looks from other motorists as he
bounced away to some Liquid Drum and Bass.
Once through the trafﬁc he carried on his merry
way admiring the views as he went.
Upon his arrival at Burns Farm Campsite near to
Threlkeld he was very unsurprised to be told by the
owner that there was no room available as it was
the Jubilee Holiday weekend and everywhere was
full. However, he managed to use his charms to
get a small strip of grass to pitch his tent and at a
reduced rate too. “Perfect” he thought to himself.
It was quite a cool, blustery evening as he walked
into Threlkeld to ﬁnd somewhere to eat and watch
the football. Looking up to his right, he could see
looming above him Clough Head and the Helvellyn
range all shrouded in cloud and looking rather dark
and unwelcoming. What did seem more welcoming,
however, was the warmth of the Salutation Inn
and as he settled himself down with a pint of
Wainwrights and waited for his meal to arrive, out
came the map of the Helvellyn and the Dodds route
as he planned his assault for the following day on
the sleeping giants that lay await for him.
The walk back to the campsite was brisk and rather
eerie in the dusk, the shadows of the mountains
always seem so much bigger in the dark and the
strong breeze that blew across the valley made
the trees dance to its rhythm and caused him to
startle once or twice. Tucked up in his sleeping
bag there was just enough time to complete a few
crosswords before he drifted off into another land,
the land of nod.
A relatively good sleep and ten hours later the little
Timbo awoke to the wind buffeting the side of his
tent. Peering out of the entrance and turning his
bleary eyes upwards to view the mountains that
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would be his enemy for the day, his heart sank. To
his dismay he saw that they were yet again wearing
crowns of thick, dark cloud. “Oh no, that’s not
what I was hoping to see” he thought to himself.
Checking the MWIS he was comforted to know that
there was no rain expected, although it was going
to be pretty cold and windy up on the tops judging
from how it was down at the campsite.
Timbo did his usual pre-race routine of having a
nice warm shower, poaching a couple of eggs and
making a brew. He then packed away his gear and
left the site for the short drive to Threlkeld cricket
club, the venue, start and ﬁnish of the race.
In the club changing room he came across fellow
Caldervallian Steve Smithies covering his feet in
what Timbo presumed to be Vaseline! “That’s a
bit odd” Timbo thought. Chatting away, Steve told
Timbo that he had had to spend the previous night
camped on a grass verge at the side of a road as
everywhere was full, so Timbo had done well to get
himself onto a campsite.
At registration the runners were told that full body
cover was required and that a helly was advised to
be worn. On the start line there was only a small
ﬁeld of 75, brave or some may say mad or foolish
souls who set off across the cricket pitch and out
on to the road that leads to the foot of the fell of
Clough Head. Timbo had seen that there was only
one competitor that would probably challenge
for the win and who he had shared a few close
battles with in previous races, Paul Cornforth of
Borrowdale.
Timbo and Paul chatted away about different races
and recces they had been doing as they ran along
the road and through the ﬁrst ﬁeld past Threlkeld
Quarry towards the Old Coach Road. By the time
they had reached the Old Coach Road and started
the real ascent up the very steep and grassy
Clough Fold by-passing Red Screes and White Pike
they had opened up a gap on the rest of the ﬁeld
of runners who were strung out in a weaving line of
colour down the Fell side.
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TO HEL-VELLYN AND BACK continued
On reaching Clough Head summit and checkpoint
1, Timbo was feeling very strong and began to
open up a little gap between himself and Paul as
they headed down towards Calfhow Pike. However,
looking up he could see that Great Dodd and the
rest of the route was covered in low cloud and
was mindful not to push too hard and completely
separate himself from the local knowledge that
Paul possessed. In the cloud on Great Dodd and
checkpoint 2 Timbo paused for a moment as he
could see no marshals at the cairn, but fortunately
they had seen him and waved him over to the real
summit and pointed him in the direction of the
descent and the ﬂatter section of the main ridge
path that goes under Watson’s Dodd and around
past Stybarrow Dodd.
Timbo past a cairn near to the summit of Stybarrow
Dodd and then all of a sudden the path he was on
disappeared into a grassy slope. Timbo stopped
and feeling very disorientated in the thick cloud that
surrounded him looked back towards the cairn then
back down the slope. “Balls, you’ve gone wrong”
Timbo said to himself. He waited to see if Paul
would come up behind him and relieved himself of
some ﬂuid at the same time. After what must have
been at least a minute of waiting the cloud broke
as suddenly as the path had disappeared and to
Timbo’s amazement and thankfulness he saw the
path about 10 metres to his left and below him
Paul heading to Sticks Pass. Timbo ﬂew down the
descent and caught up with Paul by Sticks Pass
and asked which way he had gone, to which Paul
replied “local knowledge”. From that point Timbo
decided it was worthwhile sticking with Paul for
the rest of the run out to Helvellyn and then make
his move on the way back when he knew he could
navigate his way to the ﬁnish.
Up over Raise and checkpoint 3 the temperature
seemed to plummet even more so as the vicious
wind really picked up and began to bite at the
runners as they toiled their way around White
Side above Keppel Cove on some more ‘local
knowledge trods’ Timbo led by Paul, then on up
to Helvellyn Lower Man and the turning point of
Helvellyn summit and checkpoint 4.
On the return, the two leaders ran side by side
as they were battered and blown by the wind,
passing the rest of the ﬁeld as they fought their
own battles to Helvellyn. On the ascent back up to
Raise, checkpoint 5 Timbo began to feel extremely
cold and tried to get his hat and gloves out of
his bumbag but his ﬁngers were so cold that he
couldn’t get hold of the zipper. “You’ll just have to
hack it” he told himself as he tried to clench his ﬁsts
together inside the sleeves of his top.

By Stybarrow Dodd, although feeling cold Timbo
was extremely comfortable as it had seemed a
rather leisurely pace and now knowing where he
was and feeling conﬁdent enough to navigate his
way back he increased the pace on the ﬁnal part
of the ascent, opened up his stride along the ﬂatter
section before the gradual climb to Great Dodd and
checkpoint 6 pulling away from Paul. Dropping off
Great Dodd and ﬁnally out of the cloud and wind
Timbo could see the ﬁnal climb up to Clough Head,
checkpoint 7.
The descent from Clough Head went without
incident and Timbo held back on the steepest
section before enjoying the more pleasant run down
from the Old Coach Road to the ﬁnishing line at the
cricket club.
Feeling very happy with himself for the win and
also knowing that he could have run a much
faster time, Timbo tucked into the lovely array of
cakes and sandwiches and enjoyed a cup of tea
and a chat with some of the other runners. Fellow
Caldervallians Steve Smithies and Jeff Winder also
had very good runs ﬁnishing 12th and 31st meaning
that Calder Valley also took the team win.
As he drove off from Threlkeld down the A66,
Timbo looked out of the window towards the cloud
shrouded mountains he had just run over and said
to himself “that really was a journey to Hel-vellyn
and back”.
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